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Editorial

I don’t know what number this is of Peter Childs’ Tales of the Forge
but they continue to please me greatly. His themes are of interactions between
characters within generations of an ordinary working family and tell of the
circumstances with which they had to contend. The point is I can identify with
some such travail only too clearly - being of a certain age…. Once again his
tales have provided an insight into the ‘life’ of folk of a day and age – this is
and has been, the objective of this little publication for the last twelve years. - I
am banging my drum again. Well done Peter.
In glorious contrast is Ross Davies’ truly excellent account of the
remarkable Haggard family who lived here a century ago. The family’s
presence in Charmouth has been a point of local pride, due of course, to the
association with Rider Haggard the author of King Solomon’s Mines and those
other African adventures. Dr. Ross is about to publish a biography of Stephen
Haggard who once lived in Beech House. I am most grateful to Dr. Ross for
the focus he places upon Charmouth in the family’s story. I would like to
thank him for this article and for the success of his biography of Stephen. I am
to meet him next week and one of my first questions will be to ask for the
correct pronunciation of Umslopogaas - it’s been bothering me for over
seventy years.
Neil’s article is the final of the Lords of the Manor series in the Echo.
All four of these have been published recently in a single volume and will be
on sale at the Annual General Meeting.
P.M.P.

A reminder that subscriptions are due on the 29th
September for the year 2011 and 2012.
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The Haggards at Charmouth
Over four decades between the 1880s and the 1920s the Haggard family
enjoyed links with Charmouth. Many of the Haggards were authors, the bestknown of whom is William Rider Haggard (1856-1925) the author of She
(1887) and other mystical romances, often set in Africa, where Haggard had
served as a colonial administrator. Reginald Pavey, the chronicler of
Charmouth, says he was told Rider Haggard named his characters Vince and
Holly in She after a Charmouth grocer and the owner of the horse-drawn
‘Axminster bus’.
Haggard’s mother Ella Doveton (1819-1889) was a poet who in 1857
published Myra, a nine-canto romance inspired by the disastrous British
retreat from Kabul of 15 years before. All of Ella’s seven sons were able
writers. According to Pavey, Rider – the sixth Haggard boy – was a ‘frequent
visitor’ to The Court, once an hotel but in the 1880s the residence of Anna,
widow of Vernon Schalch, a Bengal Civil Service official.
The Shalchs originally came from Switzerland, and in the time of
George II had established a foundry at Woolwich. Anna Schalch was the
mother-in-law of Rider’s elder brother, Alfred Hinuber Haggard (1849-1916),
himself a poet and author of non-fiction works, among them England and
Islam (1876). Alfred met Anna’s daughter Alice through his sister Cecilia, the
two girls being school friends in England. Alice and Alfred married in 1873
when the groom was a high-flying official in the Indian Civil Service, although
his career soon faltered.
Rider, the plodder of the two, became famous overnight in 1885 with
the publication of King Solomon’s Mines. Even as authorship proved to be the
making of Rider, a facility with the pen played a part in the downfall of his
elder brother. Alfred was brilliant but erratic; he had an increasingly
ungovernable temper, and burned with the conviction that he alone was in the
right on matters of policy. He took issue with his superiors over a famine –
relief programme, and said so in an article for an Anglo-Indian newspaper, The
Pioneer.
Alfred also began to exhibit an abiding characteristic, the inability to
live within his means without recourse to his wife’s money. By 1880, Alfred,
Alice and the first three of their five children (Vernon, Alfred junior and
Beatrice) were back in England. Officially, Alfred left India on sick leave to
recover from a nervous breakdown due to overwork. He did not return to India,
left the ICS and applied for the post of Governor to the King of Siam. Alfred’s
horizons quickly shrank, however, and he had to settle for the prosaic and
modestly-paid (no NHS-scale salaries then) post of Secretary to the London
Hospital.
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Haggards at Beech House, Charmouth 1924: Godfrey (later Sir Godfrey),
Georginna (later Lady Haggard), Vernon (later Admiral Sir Vernon)
Joan, Alice (seated), Virginia (standing), Stephen.
By courtesy of the Haggard family archive
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By 1888, however, Alfred was seriously hard up, and had moved his
family to Charmouth to be near his prosperous mother-in-law. He rented The
Limes (now Charmouth Lodge), at the junction of The Street and Barr’s Lane.
Had Alfred been a success in a subsequent career chasing African and Latin
American railway, mining and other commercial concessions, the harnessing of
Victoria Falls to provide electricity and the damming of the Nile are just two of
the grand projects that might have originated in Charmouth. Alfred formed and
Rider invested in the Austral Africa Exploration Company to dupe the
murderous Matabele chieftain Lobengula out of mineral rights in what is now
Zimbabwe, but were outmanoeuvred by Cecil.
Alfred continued to write, composing verse and translating Greek and
Roman Classics, but the only penmanship of his that brought in money was
supplications to Rider. Most of the Haggard brothers pestered Rider for money,
but Alfred especially so. In her Children of Empire (Victor Gollancz, 1997)
Victoria Manthorpe describes Rider writing in 1903:
I am worried out of my life – have received 3 or 4 letters from him one
after the other literally clamouring for £100 [2010: about £9,000]. I sent an
extra tenner to Alice (making £75 for the year, £30 in 1902) and he only wrote
back for another £100 …I have written to Alice to ask if it is true that they are
about to ‘lack food’. I suppose there will be a row, but I can’t help it. His one
idea is to come down on me – says he wants a season ticket to London ‘to look
for work’ but that only means unlimited Athenaeum and cabs etc I don’t know
what is to be done – it’s kept me awake all night. He is the only fellow I know
who not withstanding his abilities, can actually earn nothing at all.
Alfred could be charming if you came across him on a walk along
Charmouth beach, but at home he was a sour and disappointed man whose
rages made life hard at The Limes for Alice and their children.
The couple lost one boy, Alfred (1877-1901), in the Boer War.
Vernon, their first child (1874-1960) became an Admiral. The third Haggard
boy, Godfrey Digby Napier (1884-1969) escaped the tyranny of his father in
1901 at the age of 16, when he was sent to Venezuela and a job with his uncle
William, the British Minister there, to prepare him for the Foreign Office.
Within a year, Uncle Will had declared war on Venezuela before informing the
Foreign Office; he sent Godfrey to deliver the ultimatum.
With the help of his uncle Rider, Godfrey returned to England, and at
Rider’s house, Ditchingham, near Bungay in Norfolk, crammed for
examinations that in 1908 led to his being appointed Vice-Consul to Latin
America, based in Guatemala City. He was subsequently posted to Paris
(1914), Bolivia (1915), Havana (1921) and, as Consul-General, to Brazil
(1924), Chicago (1928-1932), Paris (1932-1938) and, finally, New York (19381944). In Guatemala City, Godfrey met his future wife, a visiting American
beauty of French-Canadian origins, Georgiana Ruel (1895-1990).
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Godfrey always considered himself an exile from England in
general and Charmouth in particular. ‘From Stonebarrow to Golden Cap’, he
writes feelingly in an unpublished memoir, ‘there is a wide view across a
mackerel-tinted sea to Portland Bill on the eastern horizon, and on clear days
to Start Point at the western extremity of Lyme Bay’. On his infrequent
leaves, Godfrey exulted in ‘a lovely countryside of sea and cliffs and moor
land, field and copse, amid snug, lush meadows and deep lanes; where wild
primroses and daffodils and hyacinths make the spring a joy.’ He, Georgiana
and the children struck out on cross-country rambles, regardless of hedges,
rivers or ploughed fields. ‘You took a bee-line across country, with a prize to
the child that found the nearest gap or ford, Godfrey recalled. Yet the
Charmouth countryside terrified the Peruvian maid the Haggards brought
over with them on one leave in 1921. Godfrey spoke of ‘what fun we made of
Rosa [….] because she was afraid to take them [the children] walking in the
fields for fear of “tigres” and other wild fowl!’
Godfrey and Georgianna had four children, all born abroad, of
whom three survived infancy; Stephen, Joan and Virginia. Grandfather
Alfred died in 1916, and it seems that for a time Alice, now wheelchairbound, lived at The Court. She spent her last years (she died aged 74 in 1925)
at nearby Beech House, the first home and garden that the peripatetic
Haggards could call their own. Beech House became Godfrey and
Georgianna’s base for home leaves, as well as for the children's holidays
from their schools in England.
Leading the gypsy life of a consular official, Godfrey concluded that
one gift he could give his son was to see that Stephen was brought up as an
Englishman. In 1921, when Stephen was nine, Godfrey was given eight
months home leave between leaving one posting in La Paz, Bolivia, and
taking up another in Havana. The Haggards spent much of the year at Beech
House in Charmouth. The holiday had an agonizing end for Stephen. He was
to be left behind when the rest of the family left for Havana, he was never
again to have settled life with his parents and sisters and it is debatable if he
ever overcame the sense of loss.
Up to now, the Haggard children had been educated at home. In
September of 1921, however, Stephen was enrolled at St Alban’s College, a
preparatory school (now the Woodberry Down ‘activity centre’). Stephen
(1911-1943) did well at St Alban’s, and from public school at Haileybury
went on to a short, but stellar career as film and stage star, actor in early radio
and TV, novelist, dramatist, war poet – and Secret Service officer. The story
of Stephen Haggard is an article in itself. He recalls the Charmouth coast of
his childhood in a poem ‘The Unproud Flame’ (1942):
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There have been mornings breaking on the foreland
In scattered pearl, each one its own fulfilment.
When the gorse
Has swept like a yellow sea-wind across the moorland
In 1940, while stationed in Devon, Stephen daydreamed of returning to Beech
House for a night and finding his wife Morna there (he had sent her to
Godfrey in New York to escape the threatened Blitz). Stephen turned this
daydream into a poem ‘Return’ in which the exile may 

Stephen Haggard, schoolboy; St. Alban's College
(now Woodberry Down), circa 1925
By courtesy of the Haggard family archive
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In one swift night live a full age,
And at sunrise scatter the October rime
With my mare’s hoofs from the paddock hedge ;
– Last hymn to freedom before pilgrimage.
Virginia, Stephen’s younger sister by four years, became an accomplished
photographer. She lived with Marc Chagall for seven years between 1945 and
1952 and bore him a son, David. Virginia and Chagall got together in New
York, where Virginia was living in penury with her husband, John McNeil, a
painter and musician, and their five-year-old daughter Jean. The family were
living on what Virginia could earn from cleaning and sewing. Virginia could

Stephen Haggard, theatre, film, radio and television actor, 1936
By courtesy of the Haggard family archive
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not leave Jean at home, and after work she would take her little girl to play in
Central Park. It was here that Virginia met a friend of Chagall’s daughter Ida,
who said that Ida badly needed someone to darn socks for her recentlywidowed father.
In My Life with Chagall (Robert Hale, 1987), Virginia describes a
common thread linking Rider, Alfred and Stephen:
I believe there is something untameable under the polished gloss of
some members of my family. This was certainly true of Rider, my greatuncle, who escaped from the discipline of a civil servant’s life to write
strange and mysterious tales; and his brother, my eccentric grandfather, who
resigned from a promising career in the Indian Civil Service because he was
opposed to British policy in India; and in my own brother [Stephen], who
never hesitated to turn down a promising acting job if it was not strictly in
accordance with his ideas.
Jean McNeil edited her mother’s vivid memoir of pre-Chagall days
Lifeline (AuthorHouse, 2009) in which Virginia recalls Charmouth as ‘a
paradise of cliffs and landslides, rocks and seaweed, gorse and bracken’. One
of her memories is of Godfrey absent-mindedly pushing his elderly mother
Alice up Charmouth Hill in her bath chair, only ‘to let go of her for a moment
and she started rolling down the hill’. Luckily, the consul was used to coping
with emergencies and caught Alice in time.
Virginia and Joan were sent to boarding school in Surrey and then
joined Godfrey and Georgiana in Prohibition-era Chicago; Godfrey packed
the girls off to school in Canada after he received a threat to kidnap them.
Joan (1914-1984) and her husband Gerard Corley Smith encouraged Sir
Godfrey to write his memoirs in retirement. He and Lady Haggard retired not
to Charmouth but to Broomfield, near Chelmsford in Essex. Stephen had died
in the war and Virginia lived abroad, so the couple wanted to be near Joan
and her children. Yet Sir Godfrey and Lady Haggard chose a home strikingly
similar to Beech House. The Haggards may no longer be in Charmouth, but
Charmouth remains in writings by and about the Haggards.
Ross Davies
Dr Davies is indebted to Peter M. Press of The Pavey Group and Graham
Davies, Curatorial Volunteer &Researcher, Lyme Regis Museum Research
Team, for their help with this article and for a forthcoming biography of
Stephen Haggard. Thanks are due also to Jean McNeil and Gillian Stewart
(Joan Haggard’s daughter) for their memories and for permission to
reproduce photographs.
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Tales from the Forge
From the suburb of Knowle to Bristol docks and thence to the Green
and pleasant land of Charmouth and the joys of Hogchester Farm. A story,
mostly of two families, the Smiths and the Childs.

Mr & Mrs Smith, Children left to right. Madge, Reg, WiIfred & Olive..

Florence Smith was a widow of very strong character. With a
brood of four children, now more or less grown up, but still to a large extent
dependant on her, the sudden loss of her husband, a carter, was a severe
blow. It was however, one that she knew - she would have to cope with. That
her husband Edward liked his jar of ale and was well known in the pubs of
Bristol, especially in the dock area, but eventually Edward was persuaded to
sign the pledge by his wife Florence and the joys of temperance swept over
the family for all to see. Sadly it was to be a short-lived resurrection and after
a few months of abstinence the shock of his awful predicament pressed upon
him with such severity that he lost control of his large carter`s
wagon.
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Unfortunately a loud clap of thunder panicked the old horse and the whole
outfit tumbled into a Bristol dock never to be seen again. Claims and counter
claims were made, but all was to no avail. That at least is the story as told
by Granny Florence Smith to her grand children, so it must be true! However,
what can be vouched for, and is beyond doubt true, is that the Smith family
arrived at Charmouth in the early 1920s.
There they took up residence on a farm known since Roman times as
Hogchester Farm. Where the working capital for the farm came from was a
mystery and a rich source of pub gossip. Shall we ever know? Well, may be
not but there were passions in the heart of Florence that were never spoken of.
To the elder son Wilfred, known as `Boss` to the rest of the family this was not
exactly what he had in mind for himself but for the sake of the family he
would have to help out, until an opportunity presented itself to run his own
show. Surprisingly, with this enterprise he soon succeeded. With a little help
from his new wife Violet, a dairy farm was set up near Wool.
Picnic on Lamberts Castle. Company waiting for first plane to fly over

piloted by Graham White. It did not come.
Picnickers - John Toms by dog, Mrs. Toms with umbrella, Mr & Mrs. Smith
sat in front, Frank Coles in cap with sister, Miss Nichols far right,
(Mrs. Smith lived to be over 100).
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Later Violet and Wilfred sold the farm at Wool and moved back to
Charmouth to open a Grocers shop. As a matter of record Violet lived to reach
the age of 105. As a farmer Wilfred was not a great success. His main interest
was always in church affairs. His young brother Reg was determined to make
a success of Hogchester Farm. It was like a dream come true. Here was
where money could be made and he set to work with a will and in the summer
evenings dreamed of owning a Winchester .22 rifle and shooting a rabbit or
two for the pot. His mother did not take much to the idea but was easily
persuaded. The dairy business in Charmouth prospered and with his daily
deliveries of dairy products carted about in a milk float hauled by a pony
called Dolly Trott he cut quite a romantic figure. It was carefully noted by the
local girls that he was a handsome man with a very seductive way with him
and a whistle you could die for. Most importantly, he appeared unattached.
Shall we say that his days were numbered?
Florence's elder daughter Madge was soon being heavily courted by
an eager young Eggler called Hugh Jones. A baffle between Hugh and Reg
followed. For the time being Reg needed all the labour he could muster about
the farm and Hugh Jones did not enter the equation. Madge was halfway
towards having a good musical education before she left Bristol and disliked
most animals with four legs And so it came to pass in spite of all efforts
against the match, Mr Jones, the Eggler, married Madge Smith and they set up
a business in Street where, after a respectable interval, Madge gave birth to a
daughter Grace, and future visits to Hogchester by the eager Egglers became
very rare. Madge was missed by her sister Olive, but Olive soon became
involved with John Childs, the apprentice son of the local blacksmith Alfred
Barratt Childs. Though John's prospects were rated as fair to good it was
always thought that Olive was not very strong at making decisions. Officially
it was said that the delay in the nuptials was because an even more ancient
ancestor, Henry Palmer Childs was awaiting the completion of his retirement
home before the cottage became vacant or he took the fast track to heaven.
This may have been true as indeed I was born in Saybrook Cottage
and as was customary in those days, born on the kitchen table under the skilled
hands of Dr Chamberlain with the aid of his forceps. The Date was 14 Oct
1926. Interested observers said it was snowing at the time. What an omen for a
new born baby boy to cope with. Had it not been for Dr Chamberlain and his
trusty forceps I would probably not have survived. Since that day until the
present I have never been much impressed with reality.
Within a few years my sister Marian arrived and for a couple of years
we all lived happily in Saybrook Cottage. We then moved almost to the end of
Higher Sea Lane. This was certainly a step up in the world when we moved
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to Bayview, a stone-built four bed-roomed house of noble proportions. My
parents rented this property with a view to letting rooms in the summer
holidays, and my mother, who was very industrious had two back rooms
converted into bedrooms. The main reception rooms became the visitors dining
and drawing rooms respectively, which they always were when the house was
run with servants throughout the year. At the beginning of October the main
reception rooms were reconverted and the visitors went home. We became
posh again and had to be well behaved at least in theory. They were very
happy days and with the sea side within a couple of hundred yards from my
bedside in the summer time it just wasn't worth dressing. My hand knitted
bathing suite had to do until it fell apart and I was under orders to drag on my
short trousers with a snake buckle belt of which I was very proud.
Because I was a local lad my mother had gone to some lengths to
protect my speech from a broad Dorset accent and thus it was that many of the
visitors would take me with their children onto the beach. Mostly they had
arrived at Charmouth in large expensive cars, some from as far away as
Scotland and spoke with funny accents We would then drive to not very far
away places like Weymouth and Portland to see the Battleships being
inspected by the king.
Because she was younger my sister Marian had to stay at home and
for the first time in my life I felt sorry for her. Mother would be teaching her
the basics of cooking or some other incredibly boring processes that were very
important for girls to know about. At least boys did more important and
surprising things as I was about to find out there was a very pretty Scots girl,
about my age who arrived with the last batch of visitors. Her name was
Margaret and she was highly romantic and intelligent. Right out of my class.
Needless to say, at the age of eleven I fell deeply in love with her without even
knowing what had hit me. I played 'Somewhere over the rainbow` to her on
my mouth organ over and over again. I imagined her to be entranced but I shall
never know if my fevered puffing and blowing had any effect whatsoever.
As the nineteen thirties passed the mid point of the decade, we noted
that a largish semidetached house was beginning to take shape on a patch of
land called 'The Plot' and my grandfather was spending most of his time in
what we used to call 'proper jobbing it'. I had no idea what this meant and
asked my father. `It means boy, that your grandfather is a man who suffers
from a complaint known as perfectionism. More men have died of it than have
been run over I shouldn't wonder. Still, I can't say it will ever be your
problem'. I still didn't know what he was talking about. About this time I was
entered for the local grammar school entrance exam. The results showed that
though I was in no way outstanding, I was probably good enough for the
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trenches when the war clouds broke as they were expected to in a few months.
I was summoned to the headmaster's study and a copy of the times was thrown
at me. The Headmaster challenged me to read an item headed `Meeting of the
non-intervention sub-committee. `Read that boy`. Needless to say I had not a
clue about the non–intervention sub-committees. They could have been the
mother's union planning the next God fest, for the mass production of sausage
rolls for all I knew. I read with my back to the wall like General Haigh
mustering all that remained of my shattered courage. I knew I was a fair
reader and could wade through
any rubbish as long as the head master didn't ask any questions. My luck held.
'Seem to have your wits about you boy What do you do with a cricket
ball that's coming straight at your centre stump.' Hit it sir. as hard as I can in a
downwards direction so as to avoid being caught out. The head master grinned
and then grunted. 'Tell the next boy to come in please.' I retreated without
dignity and thought that I had done with seeing the head master again, accept
at prayers. Little did I know what terrors awaited me.
My mother celebrated the event by making me a fabulous chocolate
cake which I reluctantly shared with my sister. Three years later she was to
pass into the same school in Lyme Regis but we did not share any time
Family group, July 1934. Front Lawn Bayview. Mostly Childs or in-laws.
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together. She was a far more dedicated student than myself and went on to
study domestic science at a training college in Bath. Later she taught at a
school in Wilton. A condition of her employment was the additional
responsibility of running the local Boy Scout group. It was there that she met
Quintin Clayton who was to be her future husband. He was serving out his
National Service in the Pay Corp Division of Southern Command. l seem to
recall that he was a senior scout before doing his National Service and liked to
keep his skills fresh in the evenings. l wore my demob suit at Quin and
Marian's wedding. It already had a patch on it. To the families delight they
brought forth two children, Paul and Naomi who in turn produced five
grandchildren from two families. Four of these children are now well on the
way to achieving an advanced education. Marian stopped teaching and
dedicated her future time to her children and her husband. She was well
rewarded.
To be continued…
Peter Childs

Farmer Reg Smith with
dog and daughter Molly
at Hogchester Farm.
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The Lords of the Manor Part IV
(This History Follows from Part III in the Village Echo Spring 2011)
John James Coulton 1870-1908
It is somewhat of a mystery as to why John James Coulton became
owner of the manor of Charmouth. He appears to have been a successful
solicitor and farmer living at Pentney, just outside Kings Lynn. He was elected
three times as County Councilor for Norfolk and succeeded his father of the
same name as Clerk to the Guardians of the Kings Lynn Union in 1840. His
son Richard Calthrop Coulton continued in the same post in 1899. There is a
photograph of him with a long straggly beard taken in 1901 when he would

John James Coulton aged 83 in 1901

The redundant Cement Works (Heritage Centre) in 1890
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have been 83 years of age. He purchased the Manor from Sir John Hawkshaw
on the 29th January 1873 after its failure to sell in the auction five years
before. It must have been a drain on his resources as the main asset was the
Cement Works, which was never reopened and was left empty. A tenant
farmer would have paid him little for the 60 acres of land. He did try in 1898
to develop a section of it in Higher Sea Lane, by offering for sale 55 small
plots of land with permission to build a house on. Unfortunately for him there
were few takers and in 1904 he tried again to sell the balance of 28 plots at
Auction. This time no one turned up and he had to withdraw them.
Frustrated by his inability to get a return on his investment he managed
to get a buyer for the remainder of the Manor in Alfred Capper Pass, a wealthy
businessman from Bristol. Shortly after his death in 1908 his children sold his
Charmouth property to the son, Alfred Douglas Pass.

Auction of Manor Land in 1898
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Auction of Manor Land in 1904

The Pass Family 1908-1936
After the long ownership of the Manor by J.J. Coulton, the next potential buyer
was unable to complete its purchase due to his untimely death. It was his son that the
title Lord of the Manor of Charmouth was to be given in 1908 when he paid £1,400 for
the Cement Mill with the surrounding 63 acres.
Albert Capper Pass was born in Bristol in 1837, where his father worked as a
metal refiner and dealer. They later moved to Bedminster into much larger premises
and prospered by processing gold and silver as well as lead and copper. In 1870 his
father died and he took the business over and it went from strength to strength under his
guidance. The factory went over to making solder and doubled in size from 1875 to
1882. As well as being an industrialist, he was very well educated and had many
interests, especially archaeology. Until 1894 when it became a limited company, he was

Alfred Capper

Bedminster Works
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the sole owner. In the following year profits are shown as almost £12,000, most of

which went to Alfred. Towards the end of his life he sought to become a
country gentleman and endeavoured to create an estate based on Wootton
Fitzpaine Manor. In 1895 he purchased this house with 1,776 acres at auction.
He later buys land in Fishponds, Hawkchurch, Monkton Wylde and Abbots
Wootton. He bought parts of Charmouth and a number of other properties
until on his death the Estate totalled nearly 5,000 acres. The farming had

Alfred Douglas Pass with his Family

previously been in a sorry state and he endeavoured to turn into a sporting and
hunting estate employing many people from the villages. But sadly he did not
live long enough to enjoy it and died on 4th October 1905, aged 68.
His son Alfred Douglas Pass inherited a thriving metal refining and
solder works. He followed in his father's footsteps by enlarging the buildings
and finding new markets for its products. He was to appoint a university

Wootton Fitzpaine Manor
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friend, Paul Gueterbock as the Managing Director he proved to be outstanding.

He also received his father's extensive Estate and over £60,000 in stocks when
he reaches 21 the following year. In 1912 he married Katherine Heycock and
they were to have five daughters.
During the First World War, Alfred was listed missing believed dead.
For some months after the Gallipoli campaign, he turned out to be a prisoner
in distant Anatolia.
During the Second World War, Colonel Pass became army welfare
officer for the area. At the same time he continued to run the family tinsmelting works in Bristol. Douglas Pass had long been on the Dorset County
Council and a Bridport magistrate. He was also a scout commissioner. He
loved Wootton and for many years it was run at a loss as he regarded it as a
special place to be cared for jointly with his tenant farmers.

Plan of Charmouth Manor Estate

Having originally owned Charmouth foreshore, he sold it to the Parish
Council. He also sold them the playing fields, and land for the tennis courts in
Lower Sea Lane for nominal amounts. Much was given to Enterprise Neptune,
helping to buy the farms that now provide the wonderful walk from Golden
Cap to Charmouth along the cliffs. He also gave them Lamberts Castle and
much of Fishpond and his wife gave Coney's Castle to the National Trust.
Most of the estate was disposed of after his death though there are still links in
Wootton with the family today.
On a personal note it was Alfred who sold an acre plot to Grace Icombe
in 1922 for £130 on which she was to build Thallata.
20

Charmouth Parish Council 1936 - todate
In 1934 Charmouth Parish Council took out a lease with Alfred
Douglas Pass on the Old Cement Works and the area around with an option
to buy. This they took up 4 years later by paying £2970 for the freehold.
Altogether they borrowed £4,206 from the Dorset Council and the Ministry
of Health to complete the sale and make repairs. It was a popular decision
and was carried unanimously by the Council at the time. Until they acquired
it, the beach had belonged to the Lords of the Manor of Charmouth. There
had been a reference in 1320 to the Abbot of Forde owning the manorial
rights, which were retained until the Abbey was dissolved in 1539. Later
Queen Elizabeth I by a charter, granted to the Lords of the Manor the same

rights enjoyed by the abbots together with houses, mills, dovecots, lands,
marshes, waters, fisheries, etc. It included the foreshore, which the
subsequent Lords had often taken persons to court to exercise their rights.
The last of these had been in 1896 when J.J. Coulton won an action against a
Trespasser for removing sand and shingle. Since then a royalty on sands etc
and other rents for use of it had to be paid to the Lord of the manor. This is
very unusual as the Crown Estate controls most of the foreshores in this
country and in 1853 the Lord at the time, Matthew Liddon had to prove to
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them his ownership. Since 1938 it has been the Chairman of the Parish
who has held the position of Lord of the Manor. It is fitting that our
current Chairman, Mallory Hayter is Lord as the story becomes almost
full circle as he was instrumental in the advantageous purchase of the
Elms in 1996 on very favourable terms to the community, with it never
being a burden on the rates. This building, though much altered has a
long history. it was originally owned by Forde Abbey and still has a
2000 year lease dating back to 1564 given by the then Lord of the
Manor, Sir John Petre. The Elms is also now the home of the Pavey
Group and its collection of artefacts and archives relating to the village
where future generations will be able to enjoy its rich heritage.

1934 Map of Pass Estate in Charmouth

Mallory Hayter
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Neil Mattingly

On Leaving

“The Originals”
As the time for my departure approaches, a history of the events that
led to the creation of the Pavey Group nearly thirteen years ago, might prove
interesting, timely and instructive. In this respect it might be of guidance for the
incoming committee and for all subsequent administrations of the Pavey Group
Although the reasons and concerns will be enlarged upon, the
founding principles of the Pavey Group are best described and simply stated, by
our secondary title:
The Charmouth Local History Resource Centre
Briefly stated, the profound demographic revolution that has affected
all of the British Isles since the end of WWII has had an enormous impact upon
Charmouth. The movement of peoples and the degree of settlement here, has
accelerated at such a rate, that the ‘native population’ of Charmouth has all but
gone and with it, an inestimable volume of the social history has been lost. This
was inevitable, irretrievable, and a great sad loss.
With these facts in mind the Pavey Group task becomes apparent; in
simplest terms, our purpose is:
To attempt to retrieve that which is apparently lost.
To record and publish that which is found.
To preserve all aspects of village history that were unrecorded.
To encourage the depositing of such family history as is possible.
To make available village-centred memorabilia for display in the Pavey Room.
To allow access to Village records for legitimate research only.
To preserve all data: nothing to be removed from the Pavey Group records.
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The name Pavey Group was decided upon at a public meeting of
interested parties in September 1999. A committee was elected at this meeting
and was formalized shortly afterwards by a Constitution drawn up by
Mrs.Sarah Edwards. Prior to that September date, much activity had already
taken place: Mallory Hayter of the Charmouth Parish Council had granted us
the Pavey Room at a generous rent; furniture and fittings had been ‘acquired
and re created’ by Roy Aldworth - whose name must be remembered for his
dedication and tireless efforts for the Pavey Group. Also on Council at that
time, came Pat Stapleton - who is still vice -chairperson of Pavey Group
committee to this day – and David Burgess who is still a major sponsor of our
organization. Malcolm Bowditch is another prominent name, whose advice
and dedication to our principles and goals has been of immense worth since the
beginning. There are more names…
The title of our organization is in celebration of a remarkable man,
Reginald Pavey who was born at The Limes in Charmouth and returned to the
village upon his retirement from Clifton School. He is remembered for many
contributions to the village especially at St. Andrews Church, but we honour
his name for the remarkable anecdotal history he created upon his return to the
village. He was the village’s first and only chronicler.
His histories are in three, slim, typewritten notebooks, yet they
provide a window through which one can gain a rare insight into the life of the
village and the quality of life within a span of the century and a half of his
research. There is an evident pleasure in his compilation of his ‘papers’ - an
intimacy can be sensed in the method and style of his ‘story gathering’ from
the characters of the village in that day. He recorded the lives of many of
those who live here - or once lived here - giving an insight into the quality of
life over those years. He might have considered his notes to be of casual
interest in contrast to his other works in Charmouth, but the collection of this
anecdotal material has provided a unique vernacular history of the village.
Reginald Juxton Pavey died in 1973. Following his demise, little
other than newspaper cuttings reflected the life within the community. So
from the outset of our quest, there was a thirty-year gap to be filled and a need
to claw back as much of the village’s social history as possible.
With these objectives in mind, the Pavey Group was created. The
response saw a rapidly expanding membership that led to Public and Group
meetings, displays, Quicknews’ bulletins and two successful applications for
Lottery funding, including a Millennium A ward, affording us all the requisite
equipment for the research facility in the Pavey Room. All was ready.
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The Charmouth Local History Resource Centre
The Pavey Group’s sub title describes our role precisely - it is our
‘reason for being’. Since that date a great volume of data has been received.
Donations include deeds of Charmouth properties, family trees, family
memoirs and photographs relating to generations of Charmouth families. There
are letters telling of local happenings of the past, newspaper cuttings and a
wealth of memorabilia placed in this repository. All these materials will be
held in trust by the Pavey Group as Charmouth Local History and will be
preserved in perpetuity for future generations. There will be certain exceptions
to this rule, some of the items deposited may be held according to the wishes
of the depositor. The following classifications are:
As a Loan; a Temporary Loan; Permanent Loan; Donation or Gift.
The distinctions are apparent. A record of one of these conditions is to
be entered in the red Record Book with the signatures of the depositor and
Pavey Group recipient when an item is accepted.
Further to the above, it must be appreciated that items accepted for our
records are frequently personal or family records and should be treated as
such. Assurances are to be given that an item of such a nature will not be used
without the consent of the owner. When such contact is no longer available,
then the discretion of the supervising Pavey Group staff member is to be
sought. Because of the possible sensitivity of documents, duplicating such
items is permissible if enquirer is related to the family concerned. These
conditions have been the practice since items were first accepted.
A point of considerable pride was the creation of The V illage Echo. The
intention was that an article would reflect some aspect of village history – a
personal memoirs or experiences of villagers for publication. The worth of
such articles is that the village’s ‘memory pool’ is enhanced. Yet again, this is
for the benefit of future generations.
The Echo has generated a remarkable response from those who have
moved away; some still have childhood memories of the village, whilst others
come from the descendants of those families who emigrated from here a very
long time ago. This has proved a great enrichment to ‘The Cause’, especially
those from distant places. Then there are those from of old village families
who have discovered lost links or never knew of their mutual roots with other
family trees – this has caused some surprises! All this lot is pure nostalgia
without doubt, but at some time of life it matters for the more mature
generation – at some time.
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To date The V illage Echo has published over eighty articles on
village themes and has been approved of. The evidence is to be seen in the
Sponsor’s
Pyramid.
These achievement would not have been possible had it not been for
Jeff Prosser, Richard Stirk and Monika and Ted Harris who produce the
publication. And of course for all the excellent folk who submitted articles
over the years.
There are so many people I have to thank sincerely for their advice
and industry in the creation of the Pavey Group in 1999 and for its subsequent
success. As a measure of this success consider the basic strength of our
organization; this year our membership stood at 250 families, nearly ninety of
these families are from outside Charmouth - some from quite exotic locations.
I think it safe to suggest that we must be the largest organization in the village.
There were fifteen advertisers in The V illage Echo this year their support was
of great help. Perhaps the greatest measure of our success can be gauged by the
outstanding gestures of our thirty-nine Sponsors who contributed so
handsomely to us. Thank you so very much dear people. I see the Pyramid of
Sponsors where their names are listed as an indicator of the faith the sponsors
have shown in the Pavey Group.
There is still a long a list of names whose talents I have depended on
over the years and have never taken for granted - even if I failed to say so. Pat
Stapleton –.on the other hand, in her vice-chair capacity never failed to point
out any failings – but nicely. The current Committee of the Pavey Group have
my highest regards and respect – we are friends. This list includes the entire
committee; with the excellence of our new secretary Penny Rose, of Mike
Whatmore’s efficiency as treasurer, Richard Stirk’s multi talents, Pam, Keith
and then for Chris’ role as the Leverington Delivery Service. Also to Neil
Mattingly for his energies and the excellent web site. I have to give my very
special thanks to this group for their personal support of me over the years and
especially this one. I valued their counsel, patience and humour and support.
My sincere thanks.
Yet another group that have to be thanked, for very special reasons:
they include Mallory Hayter – for many! To Pat Stapleton and Michael
Priestley for proofings; Maureen Bullows for her outstanding research talents
and Hilary Munday for her creation of the original web site. Then to Keith
Grinter, Ray Wheeler, Len Hunter and family, all of whom I must have
irritated so often with my questions about the characters I’ve never met. On a
more serious note there is one man who keeps a very low profile, yet without
his expertise and good humour, the Pavey Group could not have survived the
years: Jeff Prosser. Well done old friend.
Another name, although not directly involved with the Pavey Group
at that time, was nevertheless, most interested in the prospect of a Social
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History organisation in Charmouth. He was to be of great encouragement and
excellent advice for me at the time when. The Pavey Group was founded – he
had been the curator of the Philpot Museum in Lyme Regis for many years.
His name was John Fowles. It was my great privilege to have known him.
There are two more names for whom I have the highest personal
regard for their dedication to the Pavey Group and to the village of Charmouth.
They are:
Malcolm Bowditch who lives in Poole and Ken Gollop who lives in
Lyme. They are both Charmuthians; they haven’t found their way back home
yet.
Looking back over the twelve years of our existence – I still have a
great sadness for the passing of Rita Whatmore and Roy Aldworth two of the
founder members with Pat and myself. Their presence is still there in the
Pavey Room on a quiet Thursday night. I still talk to Roy though - a typical
conversation would be something along these lines: “where the heck did you
leave the pliers, Roy!” - with stress...
(You can see it's time I went.)

I’m off….
Peter M. Press
Retiring Chairman
The Pavey Group

Reminder
The Annual General meeting will be held at the Charmouth Village
Hall, Wesley Close, on Thursday 29th September 2011 at 7.30 p.m. This is not
a public meeting it is for Members only.
The 29th September is the beginning of The Pavey Groups financial
year. Subscriptions are due as of this date. Thank you.
P.M.P

On behalf of the Village Echo Production Team, Richard, Monika , Ted
and myself we would all like to wish Peter all the very best on his semi –
retirement from the Pavey Group. Over the past decade Peter has dedicated
many hours to the Pavey Group and he should be very proud of his
achievements. I am sure I speak for all the production team when I say what a
pleasure, sometimes arduous, but nevertheless a pleasure working with Peter
and look forward to the next issue of the Echo.
Jeff Prosser
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Art
Studio

Charmouth Art
01297 560044

To advertise in this
Space Contact
Peter Press
01297 560647
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Our Sponsors
This list is of those people and organisations who have given most
generously in support of the Village Echo and the Pavey Group.

Mrs Joan Pavey
Vi Hares
Jo Musk
Val Pavey
Steve Pratt
Bill Gordge
Peter Childs
Ed Bowditch
Richard Stirk
David Bettes
Dave Burgess
Rosemary Earl
Michael Priestley
Pat & John Stamp
Gill & Roger Joye
Elaine & Rob Love
Peter & Maggie Press
Geoff & Pat Restorick
David & Julie Renfrew
Charmouth Companions
Mallory & Pauline Hayter
David and Ruth Hopkinson
David and Marion Edwards
Ray & Rosalind, Stow House
Malcolm & Heather Bowditch
Ian & Alison Shilston, Morgans
John & Joanne Brown, Street Studio
Rosemary & Francis Lock, Pharmacist
Dean & Marie Herbert, The George Inn
Peter Noel, Marshall Noel Accountants
Phil & Carol Tritton, Charmouth Stores
Nick & Sheila Gilbey The Abbots House
Theresa Noel, Fortnam, Smith and Banwell
Caroline & John Davis, The Hensleigh Hotel
Ian and Liz Simpson, The White House Hotel
Sue & Martin Harvey, Fish Bar & Restaurant
Cathy Marchbank, Charmouth Property Management
Mike Smith, Frampton, Smith & Partners, Accountants
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C. & D.E. PATTIMORE
Family Butcher
The Street, Charmouth, Dorset.

Tel No :- 01297 561666

Hensleigh Hotel
Licensed Restaurant
Lower Sea Lane, Charmouth
Morning Coffees, Cream Teas,
Light Lunches, A La Cart Restaurant

We aim to always use Fresh Local Produce

We look forward to welcoming you soon!

We're always happy to cater for your Special Occasion Meals or Buffets
Reservations please call John or Caroline on 01297 560830

MORGANS OF CHARMOUTH

3-4 The Arcade , Charmouth, Dorset, DT6 6PU

YOUR VILLAGE STORE
WITH A DIFFERENCE

To advertise in this
Space Contact
Peter Press
01297 560647
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CHARMOUTH FISH BAR
TAKE AWAY &
RESTAURANT

To advertise in this
Space Contact
Peter Press
01297 560647

NOW OPEN ALL YEAR ROUND
FOR DETAILS OF OPENING TIMES

Telephone : 01297 560220

The George Inn

To advertise in this
Space Contact
Peter Press
01297 560647

16th Century Coach House
Bar Snacks - Full Restaurant
Real Ales
Large Garden & play Area
Sunday Lunch Carvery
Dean & Marie Herbert

FRANCIS LOCK

MIKE BOWDITCH

PHARMACIST

Builder and General
Maintenance Work

Tel :- 01297 560261

Tel : 01297 560129

M.R. PHARMS.S

CHARMOUTH
Developing & Printing
Kodak Films
Toiletries & Cosmetics

Charmouth Community Hall

Is available for hire for receptions and functions of all sorts
Sports :-Badminton Court, Soft Tennis
Games:- Bingo is held on the 3rd Friday in the month. Eyes down at 7.30pm
Drama :-Pantomime, Short Plays, Musicals, Come along and join us.
Occasional Sunday Lunches available, contact Leslie Bowditch for details
Phone Leslie Bowditch on 01297 560572 or 560962

CHARMOUTH STORES

D.COZENS

Your

Removals

NISA

Delivery of any item or Part load

34, Bridge Rd , Charmouth.

CONVENIENCE STORE

Tel:- 01297 560773

Tel:- 01297 560304

Phil & Carol Tritton
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The Village Echo
Published by

The Pavey Group
The Elms, The Street, Charmouth, Bridport, Dorset, DT6 6LE
Our E-mail address can be obtained via our web site
thepaveygroup.tripod.com

Tel:- 01297 561270
Open Monday Morning, Tuesday Morning & Thursday Evening
Editor - Peter M. Press
Editorial Board
Pat Stapleton, Michael Priestley
Design and Layout by Jeff Prosser

Fortnam: Smith & Banwell
Our First Sponsor
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